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Widening Our Reach.

Dear Neighbors:

2019 was a remarkable year
for our team as we successfully
rebranded all of our companies
under the UPholdings umbrella.
Together, the development,
management and accounting
groups reaffirmed our mission
to work with the most
vulnerable community members
in our neighborhoods on a continuous and long-term basis. We are
always looking at innovative and nimble solutions to homelessness
and other macroeconomic social problems as we continue to expand
our portfolio and partnerships. We are invigorated by this work,
challenging as it may be. As the housing market across America
becomes more impacted and quality rental housing more difficult to
find, we feel collectively called to plant roots and patiently watch for
individuals and families to grow. I take heart that in an ever
increasingly difficult industry and moment in time, NIMBY-ism has
not thwarted our work recently, stigma around disabilities is actively
shifting and we see empathy towards those experiencing
homelessness in communities large and small.

At UPholdings, we believe that everyone has a right to high quality
and accessible housing, and that housing is the foundation to
wellness and opportunity for both individuals and families. We’re
thankful for our staff, partners and neighbors.

Cheers to another year of growth and prosperity.

Be well,
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Cullen Davis, Principal   •   Jessica Berzac, President 



New Communities.

Heart’s Place Apartments

In 2019 we opened the doors to three new developments, furthering 
our delivery of housing and services to new communities across the 
Midwest.

Parkview Apartments

Westhaven Apartments

Completed August 2019 

Completed June 2019 

Completed January 2019
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In partnership with Housing Opportunity Development Corporation, Heart’s
Place delivers 18-units of permanent supportive housing to the Arlington
Heights, Illinois community, providing residences to individuals living with
disabilities. This development features on and off-site service coordination for its
residents.

Parkview is a 45-unit, new construction apartment building located in
downtown Arlington Heights, serving a mix of individuals and families of
all income ranges. The building features two levels of indoor parking, five
levels of residential space, along with a health clinic operated by Kenneth
Young Center on the ground floor.

Westhaven, being our first completed Ohio development, features five fully
rehabilitated residential buildings, offering a total of 92-units at affordable
rents to working and multigenerational families. In partnership with the
Hilltop YMCA, the property focuses on a broad range of family-focused
tenant services.



Upcoming Communities.

El Zocalo Apartments

Over the next few years, these new communities will join our 
portfolio as construction and leasing wraps up.

River’s Edge Apartments

Anticipated completion Summer 2020

Anticipated completion Summer 2020

El Zocalo will be a 30-unit, new construction, affordable housing development
for individuals and families in Chicago. The project will serve a critical need in
the community by providing apartments to the Brighton Park neighborhood.
In partnership with Back of the Yards Neighborhood Council, this development
will help realize our goal of enhancing the community through education
programs, transportation services, and other economic development
programming.

River’s Edge will deliver 56-units of new construction to the Fort
Wayne, Indiana community. This project is designed for people
who can live independently, while enjoying the benefits of service-
enriched permanent supportive housing. All units will be made
available to those suffering from chronic homelessness.

Harbor Square Apartments
Anticipated completion Summer 2021

Harbor Square will be a mixed-use three-story building in the heart of
East Chicago, Indiana. Once complete, the upper floors will feature new
construction residential units, while the lower level will feature a
commercial space intended for a health clinic. The project will target
low-income individuals and small families, with an emphasis on single-
parent families.
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In 2019, UPholdings made a big push into California.  The State of California, in 
response to a rapidly growing crisis of housing  affordability and homelessness, 
expanded resources for the development of affordable and service-enriched 

housing through dozens of targeted funding programs.  UPholdings engaged in pre-development 
work on four high-impact projects across the state’s Central Valley region:

• Finca Serena (Porterville): an 80-unit mixed-income affordable community with units for people 
experiencing homelessness and on-site services.  

• Butterfly Gardens (Clovis): a 75-unit 100% permanent supportive housing development for 
people experiencing homelessness and people with a mental health diagnoses.

• The Glenn (Fresno): 138-unit mixed-income, mixed-use building with an on-site Federally 
Qualified Health Center

• The Haven (Stockton): 114-unit mixed-income affordable development with units set aside for 
people experiencing homelessness and commercial space for education programming and 
college counseling.

Lessons learned from our work in California in 2019:

• West Coast development is different than Midwest development.  Despite the fact that our 
projects are outside the state’s most expensive urban areas, the cost of doing business in 
California is much greater and requires more upfront investment of resources; and

• Policy matters.  Article 34, a state law passed in 1950 to limit the development of housing for 
low-income people, increases the difficulty of creating affordable housing.  Legislation has been 
introduced to appeal the law; should it make it to the statewide ballot, it would be the fourth 
such time since its introduction that the item has been voted on. 

Accomplishments:

• Finca Serena, Butterfly Gardens, and The Glenn were all awarded for project-based vouchers for 
future residents; 

• Butterfly Gardens was selected by the County of Fresno as one of its designated development 
partners; and

• First applications for Butterfly Gardens and Finca Serena submitted to the State of 
California for funding.

California: reaching for our
next community.
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Ryan Wilson, 
Project Manager

Rendering of Butterfly Gardens – Clovis, CA

Reported by Ryan Wilson, Project Manager.

“Policy Matters.”



Roger has been a resident of  Myers  
Place in Mount Prospect for three
years. Roger moved to our community 

through a referral from the Moving On program at Abbott 
House.  He became part of the program because he lost his 
housing when he was unable to manage living independently.  
Roger likes his apartment at Myers Place and enjoys living with 
people who understand him. This has helped him find strength 
in his community. He appreciates the fact that Myers Place is 
interconnected to Kenneth Young Center’s services.  Having 
services in the building has provided Roger a sense of security 
in knowing that help is just steps away when he is in need. He 
appreciates the amount of time he is given by Kenneth Young 
Center and the building’s property management staff, which 
has helped him become more independent. Roger likes living 
in a diverse community that provides various group activities. 
Roger tells us this is the most active he has ever been. 

Successful Housing. 
Successful Living.
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Meet Roger Hugg.
Resident at Myers Place Apartments.

Reported by Laconda Lawal , Property Manager at Myers Place.
Loccanda Lawal, 
Property Manager

“On site services provide a sense of security to residents.”



The Operate Division continues to implement and improve the Blended Management 
Model across the UPholdings portfolio. This model for inclusive property management 
and social service coordination integrates targeted resources and programs to seek the 
best possible outcomes for anyone living in an UPholdings apartment or home. We 
widened our reach to establish new partnerships with local stakeholders who enhance 
our service-enriched housing communities. Some new partners include YMCA of 
Greater Hilltop (Columbus, OH), Integrated Behavioral Health (Columbus, OH), Trilogy 
Behavioral Health (Chicago, IL), Housing Opportunity Development Corporation 
(Northbrook, IL) and Self Help Enterprises (Visalia, CA). Collaborative and creative 
partnerships such as these help create service-enriched environments which allow 
families to pursue goals that move their lives forward.
After more than thirteen years of teaching supportive housing best practices at the 
Corporation for Supportive Housing (CSH), John Fallon comes to UPholdings to manage 
the tenant services across the entire portfolio.

The Operate team welcomes John Fallon to the team in this new year. John brings to 
the UPholdings portfolio a career full of experience and expertise regarding the best 
practices in supportive housing, as well as exciting ideas that will improve outcomes 
for everyone.

“I could not wait to get started! I view UPholdings as a leader in the industry in 
creating supportive housing for every population. UPholdings has experience in both 
property management and real estate development along with the patience to push 
projects across the finishing line in some of the most difficult political quagmires that 
can’t be overcome by other developers. They care about the quality of their projects 
and are committed to incorporating every individual into the community.”

Focus on Tenant Services.
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John Fallon, Tenant 
Services Coordinator

Reported by John Fallon, Tenant Services Coordinator.

“The goal is to create an inclusive community.”   



2019 Indicators.

189 new rental vouchers secured for 
individuals and families.
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Accepted into the The Indiana 
Supportive Housing Institute as part its 
Permanent Supportive Housing Initiative.

$1.9MM in AHP funds awarded to new 
projects in Ohio and Indiana.

$6MM in new project financing awards 
through HOME, CARES, and other local 
sources.

155 new apartments delivered.

Projects sourced in 3 new states: 
California, Kentucky, and Michigan.

New community partnerships with: 
Hilltop YMCA, Integrated Behavioral 
Health Systems, Porter Starke Service, 
and Kenneth Young Center

Widening our reach.



Staff Announcements. 
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New Compliance Manager.
Dannielle Williams-Raines joined us in
early 2019 in her position as a Compliance
Manager, responsible for all annual file
reports required by state agencies,
investors, and contract administrators. She
monitors tenant file management,
conducts periodic audits on site, and

provides summary reports to the Regional Managers and
Director of Property Management. Dannielle brings 10 years of
experience working with affordable housing programs
including HOME, LIHTC, Project-Based Section 8, and Public
Housing. She has served in the role as leasing agent and
property manager giving her the experience needed to train
site managers and implement best practices to ensure
properties are compliant with their state agencies and owner-
investors.

Recent Promotions.
In 2019 we announced two recent
promotions within our company: Alex
Pereira and Ryan Wilson were promoted
from Project Analyst to Project Manager
positions. Their new roles speak to their
ability to work independently, work well
with partners and in communities, and

respond to regional and state priorities. They have both been
with UPholdings for several years, and appreciate the
opportunity to continue to grow in the company and the
housing industry.

Alex enjoys his work because he understands that housing is
central to so many critical aspects of our lives - our families,
physical and mental health, employment, and sense of
community. To improve someone’s housing situation is to
empower them in many other ways, and Alex is driven by the
holistic approach to housing that guides UPholdings. Alex
believes the most rewarding aspect of the job is seeing his
work come to fruition when the buildings go up and people
move in. As for the future, Alex is excited that the new role
comes with a broader scope - originating projects, more
involvement in the closing process - as well as more
independence, both of which will offer ways to learn and grow.
Alex also believes that it’s important to keep an open mind
and find ways to learn with each new project, as well as create
balance between taking initiative and stepping back to watch
and learn.

Ryan believes that everyone deserves safe, high-quality
housing. He feels driven by the opportunity that he has been
given to be a part of achieving that goal. Ryan finds job
fulfillment in the diversity of his tasks, meeting people who
have or will benefit from his work, and the opportunity to
think creatively to solve problems. In his new role, Ryan looks
forward to expanding the depth and breadth of efforts in
communities where UPholdings currently works as well as in
its growing geographic footprint. Ryan sees UPholdings as a
great place to learn from the leadership team while having the
freedom to explore new ideas. Since starting as an intern, Ryan
has felt fortunate to learn from Alex and principal Jessica
Berzac. Both have been invaluable resources as he continues
to learn and grow.

New Property Manager.
Last year, we welcomed a new property
manager, Gilberto Andrade. Currently, he
manages Cottage View Terrace in the
Bronzeville community and soon will
manage our new development, El Zocalo
Apartments, located in the Back of the
Yards community in Chicago, IL. Gilberto
reports directly to the Regional Property

Manager for the Southside portfolio. Gilberto’s primary
responsibilities as a property manager include: leasing all units
to qualified tenants in accordance with the schedule and
various compliance requirements; collecting rent and
completing all tenant data entry to company standards;
maintaining occupancy at 98%; recording work orders and
ensuring completion within 5-7 days; completing annual re-
certifications on time; always ensuring all files are in
compliance with the governing documents for the project and
all other duties assigned by regional supervisor. So far,
Gilberto’s been exceeding in his role and we can’t wait to see
what he does in the future as the new El Zocalo development
opens up.



Create. Operate. Sustain.

900 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 2W

Chicago, Illinois 60607

312-870-4747
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